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Providing English Language 
Learners Access to Cognitively 
Demanding Mathematics Tasks
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We want to develop mathematical proficiency 
in ALL students, particularly English 
Language Learners (ELL). In order for this to 
occur, we need to explore the following 
questions:

Description
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What are some of the challenges that English Language 
Learners (ELLs) face in learning algebra?
How can we design instruction to support high cognitive level 
mathematics for ELLs that addresses the challenges they face?
How can Texas Instruments (TI) technology support ELLs’
learning of mathematics?
How do we acquire the knowledge so that the integration or 
infusion of mathematics, language, and technology become 
second nature to us during instruction?

Description
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Challenges Facing ELLs

Access to the mathematics content
Access to the language of mathematics
Expectations of ELLs
Self efficacy
Equity and quality
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Mathematical Proficiency

Conceptual Understanding
Procedural Fluency
Strategic Competence
Adaptive Reasoning
Productive Disposition

Adding it Up

The soldier decided to desert his dessert in the 
desert.
Upon seeing the tear in the painting, I shed a 
tear.
After a number of injections, my jaw got number.
A minute is a minute part of a day.
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Why Is English So Hard?



There is no egg in eggplant and no ham in 
hamburger.
How can a slim chance and a fat chance be the 
same, while a wise man and a wise guy are 
opposites?
Did you say thirty or thirteen?
Did you say two hundred or two hundredths?
Did you say fifty or sixty?
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Why Is English So Hard?
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Mathematics Language vs. English

Is zero a number?
I own a number of algebra books.

I have a number of friends.

Is a straight line a curve?
English: a straight line isn’t a curve

Mathematics: the simplest example of a curve
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What is a line?
English: any line segment

Mathematics: line is an infinite line

Multiplying . . .
English: repeated addition--bigger

Mathematics: bigger, smaller, or neither

Mathematics Language vs. English
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Dividing . . .
English: cut into pieces

Mathematics: same as multiplication (dividing 
by a non-zero number is multiplying by its 
reciprocal).

“Ameobas multiply by dividing”

Mathematics Language vs. English
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Teachers learn to amplify and enrich--rather 
than simplify--the language of the classroom, 
giving students more opportunities to learn the 
concepts involved.

Aída Walqui, Teacher Quality Initiative
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Accessing prior knowledge
Engaging students
Providing wait time
Increasing discourse
Questioning
Increasing metacognitive development
Being aware of multiple meanings of words and 
being explicit when using them

Language of Mathematics
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Speaking, listening, writing, and reading
Predicting, analyzing, justifying, reporting 
back
Resourcing, grouping, elaborating
Making deductions and inductions
Communicating

Language of Mathematics
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Collaboration with TI

TODOS: Mathematics for ALL and TI
California Mathematics Project and TI
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Handheld Technology 
Supports ELD in Mathematics

Provides access to the mathematics
Allows for student engagement in high cognitive 
level mathematics
Using the Navigator’s Quick Poll, informs 
teachers what students are learning and how 
they are interpreting the language on the spot
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Handheld Technology 
Supports ELD in Mathematics

Provides access to the language of mathematics
Focuses students’ discussions
Allows for discourse
Empowers students
Sets high expectations and increases 
expectations—all students are accountable
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Handheld Technology 
Supports ELD in Mathematics

Motivates students to communicate
Provides a reason for communication
Increases understanding
Allows students to explore why—metacognition
Increases self efficacy
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Acquiring the Knowledge

Teachers need to acquire the knowledge.
T3 instructors need to acquire the knowledge.
Professional developers need to acquire the 
knowledge.
We all need to acquire the knowledge.
Where do we begin?
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Acquiring the Knowledge

Become familiar with the academic language of 
your technology and the misinterpretations ELLs
might have.
Frontload the academic/mathematics language of 
the technology and the content.
Collaborate with teachers using technology and/or 
teachers of ELLs. Form communities of practice.
Amplify and enrich the language.
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Acquiring the Knowledge

As a professional developer or T3 instructor, 
collaborate with those with ELL expertise on how 
to adapt your presentations to incorporate effective 
ELL strategies.
Bring in student work or videos.
Ask the audience how they might accommodate for
ELLs.
Be conscious that you want teachers to narrow the 
achievement/opportunity gap.
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Acquiring the Knowledge

Inform teachers that ELLs are trying to catch a 
moving target.
Be aware of how your teachers and their 
students interpret the academic and 
mathematics language.
Assess what teachers/students are learning.
Be sensitive to teacher and student needs.
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When you design instruction, whether it be for students or for teachers, you 
start with the high cognitive level mathematics you want them to learn. Then 
you incorporate the most effective instructional practices to meet the needs of 
your students or teachers. You instinctively know to frontload the language, 
to ask students or teachers to think, ink, pair, share, to question, to do a quick 
poll, to increase discourse, to use technology to increase student 
engagement, to assess, etc. You are doing this while you are using the 
handheld technology. This process becomes second nature to you. You are 
addressing the needs of ALL students, particularly English Language 
Learners.

Putting This Together
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Equity and Quality

How do we provide access to ALL students? We want 
students to make sense of rigorous, high quality, and 
cognitively demanding mathematics. We want to approach 
the zone of proximal development, not the zone of minimal 
effort (e.g., assigning only lower level problems, not 
requiring homework, expecting less). We want equity and 
quality. Equity without quality is meaningless. Quality without 
equity is unjust. We must always ask ourselves, what can 
we do to incorporate both?
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What is good teaching? Many will say that the strategies 
to provide access to mathematics, whether it is 
addressing language or using technology, is just good 
teaching. My follow-up comments would be these: it is 
not good teaching if students are not achieving to the 
highest level. It is not good teaching if students’ needs 
are not met. It is not good teaching if students don’t 
have access to high cognitive level mathematics. 

Good Teaching
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It is up to us to provide greater access and opportunity to 
high cognitive level mathematics by using handheld 
technology and enhancing and enriching the language 
and by using instruction that supports the learning needs 
of ALL students and teachers. What will you do to 
acquire the knowledge so that the integration/infusion of 
mathematics, language, and technology is second nature 
to you? 

Final Thoughts
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Susie W. Hakansson, shakans@ucla.edu
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